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Foreign asset reporting: Release 
of new guidance and final form 

In Brief 
The Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") 
recently released temporary and 
proposed regulations implementing 
Code § 6038D which requires reporting 
of a specified foreign financial asset 
("SFFA").  This provision was enacted 
as part of the FATCA provisions of the 
2010 Hiring Incentives to Restore 
Employment Act.  It is effective for tax 
years beginning after March 18, 2010 
and thus in practice, individuals should 
report for 2011 calendar tax years if 
they meet certain requirements and 
their interests in SFFAs exceed certain 
thresholds.  

If reporting is required, the taxpayer 
must disclose its SFFA holdings on 
Form 8938 (Statement of 
Specified Foreign Financial 
Assets), with their U.S. federal income 
tax return.  In addition to the newly 
issued regulations, the final Form 8938 
and Instructions were also recently 
released.  

 

The new regulations and final Form 
8938 instructions expand upon and 
revise certain information contained in 
the draft instructions previously 
released in the fall.  See PwC Global 
Watch, October 29, 2011 for an 
overview of the draft guidance.  Among 
other items, changes were made to 
reporting thresholds and additional 
guidance was issued on the reporting of 
foreign pensions and foreign deferred 
compensation plans.    

Who should report? 

Specified individuals  

Specified individuals are subject to 
reporting requirements if they meet 
certain reporting thresholds described 
below.  The term "specified individual" 
includes:  

 U.S. citizens  

 U.S. resident aliens for any part of 
the tax year.  This includes those 
persons treated as a resident alien     
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under the green card test or the 
substantial presence tests, even if 
they file Form 1040NR by electing 
to be taxed as a resident of a foreign 
country under an income tax 
treaty's residency tie-breaker 
provision, and 

 Individuals making certain 
elections to be treated as tax 
residents as well as bona fide 
residents of Puerto Rico or 
American Samoa. 

A specified individual is not required to 
file Form 8938 if he or she is not 
required to file an annual return with 
the IRS.  The temporary regulations 
clarify that bona fide residents of U.S. 
territories need only file Form 8938 if 
they are otherwise required to file a 
U.S. federal income tax return.   

Domestic entities 

Code § 6038D contemplates that 
specified domestic entities - those 
formed or availed of for purposes of 
holding, directly or indirectly, SFFAs - 
are also subject to reporting to the 
extent provided by the IRS.  Proposed 
regulations regarding domestic entity 
reporting were recently released for 
public comment.  However, the new 
temporary regulations do not require 
such reporting and the final Form 8938 
instructions provide that only 
individuals must file Form 8938 until 
the IRS issues additional regulations 
(which the IRS expects to do in 2012.)   

Reporting thresholds 

Specified individuals who exceed 
certain thresholds must report any 
interest in a SFFA.  The regulations 
provide the following threshold 
amounts, which generally depend on 
the filing status (Single, Married Filing 
Joint, and Married Filing Separate) and 
where the person is living: 

 

 

 

 

File Form 
8938 if… 

Individual lives in the U.S. 

Total Value of 
SFFAs during 
tax year at any 
time exceeds: 

OR, total value 
of SFFAs on 
last day of tax 
year exceeds: 

Single $75,000  $50,000  

MFJ $150,000  $100,000  

MFS $75,000  $50,000  

 

File Form 
8938 if… 

Individual lives outside the U.S. 

Total Value of 
SFFAs during 
tax year at any 
time exceeds: 

OR, total value 
of SFFAs on 
last day of tax 
year exceeds: 

Single $300,000  $200,000  

MFJ $600,000  $400,000  

MFS $300,000  $200,000  

 

For purposes of these thresholds, an 
individual is considered to be living 
outside the United States if he or she is 
a "qualified individual" under Code § 
911(d)(1).  The final instructions 
provide that an individual meets this 
test if he or she has a tax home in a 
foreign country and one of two 
"presence abroad" tests are met.  The 
first test is where a U.S. citizen has 
been a bona fide resident of a foreign 
country or countries for an 
uninterrupted period that includes the 
entire tax year.  The second test is 
where a U.S. citizen or resident is 
present in a foreign country or 
countries during at least 330 full days 
during any period of 12 consecutive 
months.  

Observation:  The temporary 
regulations decrease most of the 
thresholds for the value of assets held 
at any time during the tax year as 
compared to the draft Form 8938 
instructions issued in the fall.  
Accordingly, certain classes of 
taxpayers will be even more likely to 
surpass the filing threshold. 
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What is a SFFA? 

Financial accounts 

Similar to the draft Form 8938 
instructions released in the fall, the 
temporary regulations define a SFFA as 
including any financial account 
maintained by a foreign financial 
institution.  The financial account - not 
the underlying account assets - should 
be reported in this case.  This category 
includes any depository or custodial 
account as well as any equity or debt 
interest in a foreign financial institution 
(other than interests that are regularly 
traded on an established securities 
market.)  Examples may include foreign 
mutual funds, foreign hedge funds, 
foreign private equity funds and certain 
foreign insurance products. 

The temporary regulations clarify that 
for purposes of Form 8938, a SFFA 
includes an account maintained by a 
financial institution organized under 
the laws of a U.S. territory.  However, 
the regulations provide a favorable 
exception when the account is owned 
by a bona fide resident of the relevant 
U.S. territory.  

The temporary regulations also retain 
an important exception set forth in the 
draft instructions - financial accounts 
maintained by a U.S. payer of a foreign 
financial institution are not considered 
a SFFA for Form 8938 purposes.  For 
example, a specified individual is not 
required to report a financial account 
maintained by a U.S. branch of a 
foreign financial institution (e.g., the 
New York branch office of a Swiss-
based bank.)  Such U.S. payers also 
include a domestic branch of a foreign 
insurance company and a foreign 
branch or foreign subsidiary of a U.S. 
financial institution.  

"Other" SFFAs 

The temporary regulations provide that 
certain other assets held for investment 
- but not held in a financial account 
maintained by a foreign financial 
institution - are SFFAs for Form 8938 
reporting purposes.  Such foreign 

financial assets generally include (i) 
stock or securities issued by a person 
other than a U.S. person, (ii) a financial 
instrument or contract issued by a 
person other than a U.S. person (e.g., 
certain options, swaps, or derivatives), 
and (iii) any interest in a foreign entity 
(e.g., a capital or profits interest in a 
foreign partnership.)      

--Foreign pensions and deferred 
compensation plans 

One of the most significant 
clarifications in the temporary 
regulations is that interests in foreign 
pension plans and foreign deferred 
compensation plans typically constitute 
SFFAs.  The temporary regulations 
provide some guidance but certain 
questions remain such as whether 
unvested stock-based compensation 
awards must be reported.  The 
instructions make clear that these SFFA 
interests should be reported as "other" 
SFFAs on Part II of Form 8938 and the 
underlying assets held by such plans 
are not reportable.   

--Foreign trusts and estates 

A SFFA generally includes an interest 
in a foreign trust or estate.  The 
temporary regulations clarify a 
favorable exception:  An interest in 
such a trust or estate is not a SFFA 
unless the person knows or has reason 
to know about the interest based upon 
information that is readily accessible.  
The receipt of distributions constitutes 
actual knowledge for this purpose. 

--Foreign social security 

The temporary regulations also provide 
the favorable clarification that an 
interest in a social security, social 
insurance, or other similar program of 
a foreign government does not 
constitute a SFFA.   

Who has an "interest"? 

The temporary regulations retain the 
core concept that a specified individual 
is generally considered to have an 
interest in a SFFA if any income, gains, 
losses, deductions, credits, gross 
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proceeds, or distributions attributable 
to the holding or disposition of the 
SFFA are or would be required to be 
reported, included, or otherwise 
reflected on the individual's annual 
return filed with the IRS.  This rule 
remains true even if no income, gains, 
losses, deductions, credits, gross 
proceeds, or distributions are actually 
attributable to the asset for a particular 
tax year. 

An owner of an entity that is 
disregarded as separate from its owner 
for U.S. federal tax purposes (so-called 
"disregarded entities") is treated as 
having an interest in any SFFA owned 
by that entity. In addition, a specified 
individual who is treated as the owner 
of a trust or any portion of certain 
trusts (generally relating to grantor 
trusts), is treated as having an interest 
in any SFFA held by the trust (or 
portion thereof), with certain 
exceptions for bankruptcy trusts.  The 
temporary regulations expressly 
provide that a specified individual is 
not treated as having an interest in any 
SFFA held by a partnership, 
corporation, trust, or estate solely as a 
result of the individual's status as a 
partner, shareholder, or beneficiary.  

Valuation of SFFAs 

The value of a SFFA is generally the fair 
market value, although special rules 
apply for valuing interests in foreign 
trusts, estates, pension funds, and 
deferred compensation plans.  For 
instance, in the case of foreign estates, 
pension plans, and deferred 
compensation plans, if the owner does 
not know or have reason to know the 
fair market value of the interest during 
the year based on readily accessible 
information, the owner is required to 
treat the value as either the fair market 
value of all distributions received as a 
beneficiary or participant (including 
cash) as of the last day of the year, or if 
there were no distributions during the 
year, zero. 

Observation:  Although it is not 
precisely clear what "readily accessible 

information" means for purposes of 
these rules, having access to data about 
the fair market value of an asset 
through the internet may be sufficient 
to meet this standard.  This potentially 
favorable exception may be difficult to 
satisfy in practice given that plans may 
communicate to their participants at 
least annually. 

Taxpayers should take special notice of 
Final Form 8938 Part II, which is the 
section of the form where taxpayers 
disclose the value of their "other" 
SFFAs.  To help ease administrative 
burden, this section includes the ability 
to disclose the value of these assets in 
ranges of $50,000 increments where 
such assets are valued at less than 
$200,000.   

Observation:  This may provide some 
relief for taxpayers who own multiple 
assets not held in a foreign financial 
account which have moderate values 
(e.g., small share holdings) since it will 
not be necessary to arrive at precise 
valuations. 

Periodic account statements 

The maximum value of a financial 
account means a reasonable estimate of 
the maximum value of the holdings of 
the financial account at any time during 
the taxable year. The preamble to the 
temporary regulations indicates that 
periodic account statements - "at least 
annually" - may be relied upon in 
determining the maximum value, 
unless there is reason to know based on 
readily accessible information that such 
statements do not reflect a reasonable 
estimate of the account's maximum 
value. 

Joint ownership 

Generally, the joint owners of a SFFA 
each include the full value of such asset 
in determining whether the reporting 
threshold is satisfied.  Each joint owner 
generally reports the entire value of the 
asset when they must report maximum 
value.  Special rules apply for married 
individuals, e.g., if they are filing a joint 
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return, they must take into account the 
value of a jointly owned asset only once.   

Conversion to U.S. dollars 

Assets denominated in foreign currency 
must be converted to U.S. dollars 
according to guidance in the 
instructions, generally using the U.S. 
Treasury Department's Financial 
Management Service foreign currency 
exchange rates 
(www.fms.treas.gov/intn.html.) When 
calculating the maximum value of a 
SFFA, the currency determination date 
is generally the exchange rate on the 
last day of the tax year, even in the 
event a SFFA is disposed of prior to the 
end of the tax year. 

Tracing requirements 

In addition to reporting the SFFAs and 
their values, the final Form 8938 also 
requires taxpayers to summarize the 
tax items attributable to SFFAs.  
Individuals must trace and report the 
tax items such as interest, dividends, 
gains, credits, or deductions (if any) 
that correspond to the specific financial 
account or other SFFA that is being 
disclosed.  In addition, the individual 
must list which form, schedule, and line 
these tax items are otherwise reported.   

Duplicative reporting 

Reporting on other IRS forms 

Consistent with the draft instructions, 
the temporary regulations provide that 
a taxpayer meeting the filing threshold 
need not report a SFFA on Form 8938 
in the event that such taxpayer has 
reported it on other forms for the same 
tax year.  The following forms would 
qualify for this "duplicative reporting" 
exception: 

 Form 3520: Annual Return to Report 
Transactions with Foreign Trusts 
and Receipt of Foreign Gifts 

 Form 3520-A: Annual Information 
Return of Foreign Trust with a U.S. 
Owner  

 Form 5471: Information Return of 
U.S. Persons with Respect to Certain 
Foreign Corporations 

 Form 8621: Return by a Shareholder 
of a Passive Foreign Investment 
Company or a Qualified Electing 
Fund 

 Form 8865: Return of U.S. Persons 
with respect to Certain Foreign 
Partnerships 

 Form 8891: Beneficiaries of Certain 
Canadian Registered Retirement 
Plans 

If a specified individual meets the 
thresholds described above, he or she is 
still required to file Form 8938 and 
must disclose what other report was 
filed.  

FBAR reporting 

The temporary regulations anticipate 
situations where SFFAs may have to be 
reported both on Form 8938 and Form 
TD F 90-22.1, Report of Foreign Bank 
and Financial Accounts (so-called 
"FBAR" form.)   

Observation:  The preamble to the 
regulations states that the different 
filing thresholds, assets reported and 
information required on each form, as 
well as differing policy considerations 
and congressional intent support 
potential duplicate filing in the case of 
Form 8938 and the FBAR. 

Penalty and statute of 
limitation considerations 

Failure to file a Form 8938 is subject to 
a $10,000 penalty.  A failure to comply 
with Code § 6038D that lasts more than 
90 days after the date of an IRS notice 
of such failure will be subject to an 
additional penalty not to exceed 
$50,000.  The penalty may be waived 
if, based on all the facts and 
circumstances and an affirmative 
showing of the taxpayer, the failure is 
due to reasonable cause and not willful 
neglect.  If an underpayment is 
attributable to an undisclosed SFFA, 

http://www.fms.treas.gov/intn.html
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the accuracy-related penalty may be 
increased from 20% to 40%.   

In addition, the statute of limitations 
on assessment will remain open with 
respect to the entire return if there is a 
failure to comply with Code § 6038D 
unless an exception applies.  In the case 
that failure is due to reasonable cause 
and not willful neglect, the statute of 
limitations on assessment will remain 
open only with respect to the item that 
is not properly reported. For example, a 
foreign law restriction, whether civil or 
criminal, on disclosing the information 
required to be reported generally does 
not constitute reasonable cause.   

Both Code § 6038D and the temporary 
regulations provide that for purposes of 
assessing penalties, the aggregate value 
of SFFAs will be presumed to be in 
excess of the applicable reporting 
threshold if there is insufficient 
information for the IRS to determine 
the aggregate value.    

Observation:  This presumption is 
potentially a powerful enforcement 
tool.  However, it is unclear at this time 
how it will be used by the IRS. 

The Bottom Line 
The temporary regulations under Code 
§ 6038D will impact a multitude of 
globally mobile employees.  The new 
rules will affect so-called inbound 
employees that are foreign-based and 
are now working in the United States, 
as well as so-called outbound 
employees that are U.S.-based 
employees working abroad.  In either 
situation, the employee may have 
SFFAs that must be reported under the 
new rules. 

The inclusion of interests in foreign 
pensions and foreign deferred 
compensation plans as SFFAs under 
this new guidance may not be welcome 
news to many taxpayers given the 
potential administrative burden.  These 

are very common employee benefits 
that may cause a significant number of 
individuals to have to report.  It may 
also trigger a filing obligation for 
persons outside of the inbound and 
outbound situations described above, 
e.g., a person employed by a U.S. 
subsidiary of a foreign parent entity 
that does nothing more than hold an 
"interest" in a deferred compensation 
or pension plan where the foreign 
parent is obligated to pay. 

Compliance with these new reporting 
requirements will likely require a much 
greater administrative burden than 
anticipated for taxpayers, their 
employers and advisors.  A significant 
amount of time and effort may need to 
be incurred in order to perform due 
diligence and gather data from third 
parties regarding the identification of 
SFFAs, determining the value of any 
SFFA, and analyzing whether the 
individual surpasses the thresholds to 
file and disclose.  The reporting on 
Form 8938 itself will demand 
additional time and effort not only to 
simply disclose the details of the SFFAs 
but also to comply with the other 
requirements of the form.  The tracing 
section under Part III may be 
particularly time consuming.   

Various interested parties, including 
PwC, have made recommendations to 
the IRS to create exceptions and ease 
the compliance burden on both the 
taxpayer and the IRS.  While there have 
been some modification to the 
reporting regime, many of the concerns 
raised have not been resolved.  
Upcoming hearings on the proposed 
regulations should provide an 
additional opportunity for taxpayers 
and practitioners to further emphasize 
the challenges associated with these 
potentially onerous filing requirements. 
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For more information, please do not hesitate to contact: 

Peter Clarke  (203) 539-3826  peter.clarke@us.pwc.com  

Al Giardina  (203) 539-4051  alfred.giardina@us.pwc.com  

Derek Nash  (202) 414-1702  derek.m.nash@us.pwc.com  

Evelyn Behrend (267) 330-6220  evelyn.behrend@us.pwc.com 

Clarissa Cole  (213) 217-3164  clarissa.cole@us.pwc.com  

 

This document is for general information purposes only, and should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors. 
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